INTRODUCTION
When homogeneous plane waves reflect with mode conversion from or refract through an interface between two viscoelastic media, inhomogeneous plane waves are generated with exponentially decaying amplitudes along the wave fronts. 1-3 Such waves can be called complex harmonic In the present paper we will interpret bounded beam deformations at layered media with plane interfaces in terms of the reflection and transmission coefficients for bulk heterogeneous waves, with both positive and negative heterogeneity, and prove the existence of surface waves as part of the scattered field. In contrast with the classical ray formalism explaining the generation of surface waves as a temporary conversion of a homogeneous wave into a surface wave that propagates over a certain distance along the interface and then reradiates by conversion into a heterogeneous bulk wave, no propagation nor reradiation is involved in our model. Apart from a meaningful physical interpretation, other advantages of the heterogeneous wave decomposition of bounded beams are the ability to describe nonspecular effects at large angles of incidence and the prediction of an optimum beamwidth range in order to generate strong surface waves and to observe large deformations in their profiles. We will verify these statements with a large number of illustrations.
I. COMPLEX HARMONIC WAVE REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION

A. Representation of a complex harmonic wave in a viscoelastic medium
Following the pioneering work performed in electromagnetism and optics, the complex harmonic acoustic wave, propagating in an infinite isotropic, homogeneous, isotherm but viscoelastic medium with constant acoustic characteristics and initially at rest, has been described in detail by many specialists in acoustics. 1-9 The geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . 
In general Aa and As are complex constants while ka and ks are complex vectors. We will show the physical meaning of these vectors by considering for the moment only the dilatational component. Therefore we write ka as k3 + fl•$, where the real-valued vector k3 defines the angle 0a with respect to the positive z direction, and k;; (also real valued) can be decomposed into a component aa along k3 and a component/5'a orthogonal to k3 (Fig. 1 ) . In terms of xa-za coordinates we obtain the following more revealing 
which is the mathematical description of a plane harmonic wave propagating in the za direction with a phase velocity co/k • and--if/5'a and aa are both positive--decaying both in the negative x a direction and in the positive za direction by different amounts:/5'a represents the heterogeneity while aa corresponds to the attenuation of the wave in the propagation direction. The planes za = constant are the planes of constant phase (wave fronts) and the planes 13axa --aaza = constant define the planes of constant am- With only two equations for three unknowns, we may conclude that it is possible to obtain (in any medium in every direction and for each frquency) an infinite number of dilatational heterogeneous waves, characterized by the multiplet (koa,aoa,k •,aa,l•a,Oa), where the first two constants specify the medium, the three following parameters determine the nature of the waves satisfying Eqs. (6), and Oa defines the angle between the propagation direction and any fixed direction identified as the z axis of an orthogonal coordinate system. These interpretations and conclusions also hold for the case of shear waves in a solid medium.
B. Reflection and transmission of heterogeneous waves
We assume that a heterogeneous wave characterized by k •, am, /3m (rn-d or s), satisfying the dispersion relations, is incident at an angle Om on a plane interface between two viscous media. In general this wave will split its energy As k Or and aor are known medium constants (for a given frequency) Eqs. (7a) and (7b) form a set of four real (nonlinear) equations in four unknown variables: k •, at, /3r, and 0r. Techniques to solve this set are described for several cases by Deschamps et al. ] 3 In order to deal with reflection, one can always first treat the generated reflected wave as being transmitted through an imaginary interface between two identical media, followed by mirroring the resulting wave with respect to the interface: ( kor,aor,k ;,ar,fir,Or ) --} ( kor,aor,k •,ar, --fir,7' I' --O r ).
As tions. Brekhovskikh's formulation, however, can be followed step by step without any changes.
In the present study, we will restrict ourselves to the case of a solid plate of thickness d immersed in a liquid bath. As a consequence only dilatational waves can insonify the plate, and only this type of wave has to be considered in reflection and transmission. Therefore we can omit the subscript of the incident, reflected, and transmitted wave without confusion.
We assume that a longitudinal heterogeneous wave with multiplet ( konq,aonq,k ',a,/3,0) and k,, --k' sin 0 + ia sin 0 --i/3 cos 0 is incident on the solid layer at an angle 0 and generates a reflected and transmitted longitudinal wave in the liquid, and up and downwards traveling dilatational and shear waves in the solid (Fig. 3 ) . The angle, phase velocity, attenuation, and heterogeneity characteristic for each generated wave can be calculated by solving the nonlinear set of equations (7) considering appropriate medium constants.
Brekhovskikh's theory, applied for complex wave numbers, then yields the following expressions for the complex-valued reflected and transmitted amplitudes: The medium constants used in the calculations are listed in Table I . This means that the amplitude of the particle displacements on the level of the interface is exponentially decaying (for /3L < 0) in the positive x direction. This interpretation will appear to be very useful when we discuss the trailing field of Fig. 4 , e.g., the peak corresponding to the Lamb mode located near the longitudinal critical angle is so sharp and small that we are not able to observe it with the grid used. However, its existence is beyond doubt, and could be shown by adjusting the grid spacing.
As carefully examined in
At grazing incidence we find another reflection surface mode: the Stoneley wave [ Fig. 6(b) ]. Substituting 0 = 90 ø into Eq. ( 11 ), it is obvious that the amplitude of this wave remains constant while propagating, apart from a small reduction caused by attenuation in the liquid.
It is important to note that the excitation of surface waves has been explained here as a pure reflection/transmission phenomenon of heterogeneous waves. No temporary propagation along the surface and no re-emission was assumed. We will use this fact in the following section where we will build up a bounded beam by means of these types of waves. Figure 7 illustrates the results for a Gaussian and a "square" profile using this method. Although divergence is an inherent and inevitable characteristic of the heterogeneous wave decomposition, we observe good approximation within several beamwidths.
II. BOUNDED BEAM REFLECTION AND
Let us focus now on the reflection and transmission of a
Gaussian beam of half-width W on a plate immersed in water. A fairly good approximation of this symmetrical profile was obtained by 
while the coefficients A, ( = A _, ) are given in Table II . An advantage of this method is that these coeflicents are independent of the width of the profile so that they can be tabulated, which reduces the computing time. 
Suppose, however, that (kx), corresponds to a pole of the reflection coefficient (or close to a pole). In this case Eq.
(15) will be influenced by the appearance of dominating heterogeneous waves and hence a smooth reflection profile cannot be obtained. Nevertheless, we found an important argument to deal with this nonconvergence, leading to a meaningful explanation of the physical phenomena occurring for these particular circumstances (Fig. 8) . We will show that the reflected field [Eq. (15) ] can be separated in two components with significant physical meaning.
Let us first assume that circumstances are such that R (kx) has a pole (kxpol e ) with heterogeneity /3po•e < 0 (which is the case for ordinary Lamb modes) and that the characteristics of the heterogeneous wave corresponding to this pole are close to those of one of the waves in the finite decomposition of the incident beam. Without affecting the energy balance, we can break apart the reflected field into two separate components, mathematically described by We illustrate this separation procedure in two sequences of figures: Figs. 9 and 10. Every illustration of profile deformation in the present study is accompanied by a figure, showing the variation of the reflection/transmission coefficient for the discrete heterogeneous waves that make up the incident profile. For both sequences, a Gaussian profile is assumed impinging with frequency 5 MHz upon a viscous brass plate of thickness 0.5 mm. The behavior of the heterogeneous wave reflection coefficient as a function of angle of incidence and heterogeneity for this case is given in Fig. 4. In  Fig. 9 , the reflection of a profile with constant incident width of 4 mm is investigated at different angles of incidence around 24 ø . Close to the Lamb angle, we expect the strongest nonspecular phenomena in the intensity distribution of the reflected field. (Fig. 12) . We emphasize that it is far more difficult and nearly impossible to obtain these results when applying Fourier analysis.
Analogous separating procedures can be followed in the investigation of the transmitted field. Again, the total field can be separated into an attendant-transmitted profile that is essentially identical to the profile obtained by Fourier analysis, and an additional contribution representing the energy flow in the liquid beneath the plate due to generated leaky surface waves (Fig. 13) . We note here that the nature and intensity of the Lamb wave radiation is the same in reflection as in transmission and that as a consequence the trailing field above and underneath the plate extends over comparable distances. This can also be observed in the experiments re- It is also possible to apply this separation procedure for other kinds of profiles, for instance the square profile which can be described as a combination of two overlapping Gaussian beams displaced in opposite direction over the same distance, or the side-lobe profile. Results for the square profile incident on a steel layer of thickness 2 mm at a frequency of 2 MHz are shown in Fig. 14. Instead of investigating plates one can also examine any other kind of layered medium. Considering a halfspace as the limit of a thick plate (Fig. 15 ) , the existence of the leaky Rayleigh mode component in the liquid can be demonstrated (Fig. 16 ).
Thin layers on substrates (or thick plates) hold the interest of many investigators. The three-dimensional plots in These two observations illustrate that both presence and nature of surface waves are extremely sensitive to thickness for investigation of thin films.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the description of bounded beams by the method of Claeys and Leroy can be extended to a more general approximation using both positive and negative decaying heterogeneous waves. The total reflected and transmitted fields are found to be made up of an attendant profile and a leaky surface wave component exponentially decaying corresponding to the nature of the generated Ray- 
